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Grade M     Material HEATTECH 

Context garments    Enhancement  warmth heat generation 

      Product Long John  

Assessment Schedule. AS91613  
 

VERSION 3 annotated 2016 
 

Demonstrate understanding of material development 

Commentary 

The candidate has use d a variety of sources which have been referenced in the report and a bibliography. The 
material is identified as HEATTECH a composite fibre creating a fabric that is able to generate heat from body 
warmth  and insulate against the cold in garments such as the long john. 

The development of HEATTECH is described and explained  drawing information and conclusions drawn from 
properties of the four fibres used to create HEATECH and used this information to explain the overall 
enhancements the material brings to the garments, development processes and the formulation of the material. 
The candidate covers the end of life of the garment and the maintenance explaining the impacts of design 
development, implementation and maintenance such as wash and care instructions and ultimate disposal. The 
report could be enhanced by a more clearly structured format to guide the candidate in their writing. 

Issues from the Specifications 

• Where a candidate has provided a brief answer, the answer should not be penalised because of length.  
• Candidate work in excess of 10 pages must not be marked. 
• Where a candidate has used a small font markers should make a judgement about where to stop marking. 

This judgement should be made relative to 10 pages at Arial font  
• Where work is illegible, it cannot be marked. 
• Digital submissions that cannot be read cannot be marked. 
• Material must be referenced to acknowledge original sources, texts, URLs and websites 

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence 

Demonstrating understanding of 
material development involves. 

Demonstrating in-depth 
understanding of material 
development involves. 

Demonstrating comprehensive 
understanding of material 
development involves. 

describing the development of a 
material designed to enhance a 
product’s performance 

describing the implications of the 
material on the design, development, 
implementation, maintenance, and 
disposal of products. 

 

MEP  
A Material must be specified and its 
development  must be evident- 
considering such things as historical 
and or technical aspects and 
properties; manipulation, 
transformation, formulation of the 
material(s) 

The enhancement must be identified 
in relation to a specified  product ( 
product specified) for example 
washability, durability, strength, speed 
enhancement, viscosity 

The Material must be described in its 
relationship to and impact on the 
design, development, production , on-
going maintenance and disposal of the 
product 

explaining how the material 
enhanced the performance of 
a product 
explaining how the material 
impacts on the design, 
development, implementation, 
maintenance, and disposal of 
products. 
As for achievement plus 

Explain ( give detail , example 
and reason) how Material 
interacts with the product to 
enhance the performance of the 
product 

 

Explain how the material 
impacts on ( influences the 
choices relating to ) design 
production maintenance and 
disposal of product(s) 

explaining the concepts and 
processes employed in the 
development of a material. 
 

 

 

 

As for achieved and merit plus 

Explaining ( detail of description with 
example and reasoning) the concepts 
and processes used in the 
development of the material  

Development, processes such as raw 
material to refined material and its 
development and enhancements 

 



Technology AS91613 Schedule Appendix 1 

Markers must exercise professional judgement to decide if a report demonstrates understanding. The following appendix 
provides guidance for markers making this judgement. 
A report must use information to demonstrate understanding.   
Reports described wholly or substantially by one or more of the statements in the left column demonstrate understanding.  
Reports described wholly, or substantially, by one or more of the statements in the right column do not demonstrate 
understanding. 
Where the report is made up of both used and reproduced information the marker must decide if the report is 
successful against the standard when the reproduced information is ignored. 

Evidence of use of information( understanding) Evidence of reproduction of information ( copy 
and paste/plagiarism) 

Candidate’s report describes and explains the Material development 
related to their context  practice, or information relating to the standard  

Information is unrelated to the context, 
unreferenced and is not relative to the 
understandings expected at NZC Level 8 
Downloaded material that is not mediated, 
interpreted or synthesised is not acceptable as 
this does not show understanding of the 
concepts related to the development of a 
material or the material’s relationship with 
product design, development, implementation, 
maintenance, and disposal 
 

• Comparing various materials for their 
use in a product or comparison of 
various products is not part of this 
standard 

Information from the candidate’s practice, research, the practice of others, 
and teaching is related to the development of a material and then in relation 
to products.. 
The report describes understandings you would expect to come from a 
course of instruction derived from the Technology Learning area of the 
NZC at Level 8.  
These  could include but are not limited to  

• The context of the products’ development links to the material 
development and the implications of the material on the design, 
development, implementation, maintenance, and disposal of 
products. 
 

• Describe/ explain the material, the product and the enhancement 
• Candidates begin with the development and processing of a 

material and then moved to link to the product development and 
implications of the material on the design, development, 
implementation, maintenance, and disposal of products 

• Explanations should have detailed description plus how and/or 
why statements to give reasons 

• Information is presented in alignment to context of study and is 
referenced appropriately and is relevant to the context at level 8 of 
the New Zealand curriculum 

• the design, development, implementation, maintenance, and 
disposal of products the product in relation to the ,material under 
review must be part of the candidate description/explanation ( 
some products may not have all parts of this due to the nature of 
the product but this should be addressed in the report) 
 

• Products may include existing or feasible future products. In the 
case of feasible future products, the candidate must have covered 
the range of implications of the material within the context of the 
future focused product.  

Information from research, the practice of others, visiting experts or 
teaching is reported in the candidate’s own voice to enhance their 
understandings. Information synthesised from a range of credible evidence 
and sources is synthesised in a coherent report 

Information is not in the candidate’s voice. The 
word choice, sentence structure, sentence 
length, punctuation and so on are not what a 
candidate could be expected to produce. 
However, care must be taken where students 
have synthesised material to a high degree and 
presented an articulate report 

Referenced, complex research information unchanged by paraphrase ( ie 
use of quotations) is related to other information in a manner that 
constructs meaning within the context.  
Use of credible evidence ( not reliant on  Wikipedia or  wise geek as a sole 
reference) 

Unreferenced, complex, research information is 
presented as though it is the candidate’s own 
work. Plagiarism evident 

Where the marker suspects a report is a deliberate attempt to deceive the report should be referred to the panel leader using 
the Irregular Booklet process. 
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